
 

  

 

 

 

 

What We’re Learning this Month: 

 

Week of Oct. 1 & 3 

Theme: Leaves and Trees 

Letter Study: Letter Ll for Lizzy Lizard 

Stories: Mouses First Fall, God Made the World, Apple 
Countdown, and Fall Leaves Fall. 

Projects: Zoo phonics- Bubble Letter L with leaves, 
autumn color leaf diffusing, cookie cutter paint 

stamping, and Fall art. 

Activities: Fall stencils, Mr. Potato Head, dramatic play-
camping and fishing, Library, Tool Bench, Science table- 

exploring bird nests, fall leaves, seeds and logs with 
magnifying glass, and writing down observations. 

Music: Bop Until You Drop, Stretching Song, and Going 
on a Bear Hunt. 

 

Week of Oct. 8 & 19 

Theme: Tall Trees 

Letter Study: Letter Tt for Timothy Tiger  

Stories: Leaves, Apple Countdown, Pumpkin 
Countdown, and What Did God Make. 

Projects:  Bubble letter T with trees and tractors, cookie 
cutter trees, and decorating a small tree with beads. 

Activities: play-doh with fall shapes, magnet people, 
doll house play, finger grasp practice with clothespins 
and cotton balls, Sensory bin-variety of sized buttons 

and putting them on trees, small sensory bin-Blue sand 
and animals, lacing cards, and large floor puzzles. 

Music: ABC’s, 5 Little Pumpkins, and Days of the Week. 
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WEEK OF OCT. 15, 22, & 24 

 

Theme: Gods Creation 

Letter Study: Letter Cc for Catina Cat 

Letter Study: Bubble Letter C decorated with cotton 
balls. 

Stories: The Busy Little Squirrel, Mouses’ First Fall, & 
The Creation Story. 

Projects:  Circle Stamp painting, Apple Roll Art, nature 
journal, and Orange pumpkin painting.   

Activities:   Jack-o-lantern creation at light table, 
Science table- bird nests, leaves, old logs, and acorns 

exploration, water animals in blue sand & land animals 
in earth sand, 5 Little Pumpkins story re-creation, 

pumpkin face creation with Styrofoam blocks, easel 
art, scissors practice, doll house play, and pumpkin 

boats with Little People. 

 

Week of Oct. 29 & 31 

Theme: On the Farm 

Letter Study: Letter Oo for Ollie Octopus 

Stories: Piggies and Puppies on the Farm, All Saints 
Day, and T is for Turkey. 

Projects: Bubble Letter O decorated with owls and 
Halloween art.  

Activities: leaf stencils, pattern practice, floor farm 
puzzles, Halloween coloring, camping and fishing, 
pumpkin hammering, pumpkin experiment, light 

table: making pumpkin faces, legos, and art at the 
Makers table. 

 

 

Faith Focus: Our theme this month is God made 
everything. We will talk about all living things and the 

importance of taking care of them. The kids will 
continue to talk about what it means to be a good 

friend and being kind to each other. 

Science Focus: Our theme this month is all things 
created. Students will study nests, leaves, sticks, and 
other objects found in nature. We will also study the 

changing trees and leaves and living vs. non-living 
things. And they will study the life cycle of a pumpkin.  

 

 

      

  

 



 

 

Have a Safe Halloween 

 

 

Thank-You: Thank-you for sending healthy snacks 
to school. The kids have loved every snack and our 
staff also appreciates it.  

 
  

 
We have completed our first month of school and 

I’m already seeing friendships and other skills 
develop. The kids are learning our preschool 

routine and loving it.  You will hear me say this a lot, 
please don’t ever hesitate to let me know if you 
have any questions/concerns. I look forward to 

talking with all of you more throughout the school 
year! 

 
Have a fun and Safe Halloween! 

 
Kirsten Abbott 

kiabbott@stjosephwsp.org 
651-789-8300 

 

 

IMPORTANT DATES: 

OCT. 17- NO PRESCHOOL, FALL BREAK 

OCT. 24- WEAR ORANGE DAY  

OCT. 31- HALLOWEEN PARTY 

       

      

Halloween Celebration  

We will be having our Halloween celebration on Thurs. 
Oct. 31 from 10-11 am. An early thank-you to the parents 
helping make this a fun party for our students. The kids 
are invited to wear a non-scary costume. We ask that 
they leave accessories, hats, and masks at home to 
make sure nothing gets lost or is too much of a 
distraction. It is also important the child is able to use 
the bathroom independently.  Thanks!  

 

Colder Weather: As the weather gets colder, please 
send your child with appropriate outdoor clothing. We 
like to get outside as much as we can. We will practice 
putting on our jackets, hats, mittens and winter gear 
with as much independence as possible. You can help 
your child by encouraging them take their outdoor gear 
on and off, especially helping with the sleeves as they 
turn inside out.  Thanks! 

 

Sharing Day: You will see on our monthly calendar 
sharing is on Tues./Thurs. The kids are welcome to bring 
an item both days, one of the days, or not at all. Sharing 
is a fun way for your child to learn more about our 
“letter of the week” with your help finding an item that 
starts with that letter. Please don’t feel pressure to 
send something if they don’t want to share. It is also 
perfectly fine if they have their heart set on an item that 
doesn’t start with the letter of the week, we can make 
anything work in preschool!   
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